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Trademark registration is an important process and every company needs the registration so that it
can safeguard its products. Trademark search is an important part of the trademark registration.
Every state has different laws whereas some laws come under the central government. Trademark
is a complicated area of law in which filing a trademark registration application with the patent and
trademark office (PTO) is a straightforward process that can be accomplished without the help of a
professional.

A step-by-step instruction is provided by the PTO and may even offer electronic filling process.
When filing a trademark application, internal consistency is very important. According to the industry
experts, anyone who uses a brand in commerce automatically has common law trademark rights. It
is important to monitor your trademark against the third party infringers, so that you donâ€™t lose your
rights irrespective of registration.

Trademark gives you important rights. Therefore, it is essential for every business or brand owner to
get the trademark name when starting to run own business. Trademark registration in India can be
easily availed at affordable prices. While going for a trademark registration in India, it is important for
everyone to make sure to satisfy the requirements of distinctiveness contained in section 9 of the
trade and merchandise marks act, 1958 as this plays a vital role for trademark registration in areas
like Delhi/NCR, Mumbai, or Bangalore. As far as trademark name is concerned, it is a crucial step
for any entrepreneur and makes sure that your products, services, brand names and logos are
protected and unique. Following the below given steps can help you register your own trademark
name:

1) Make sure you need a trademark, visit the patent and trademark office in your state to get the
information on trademarks, patents and copywriting of intellectual property.

2) Hire a lawyer to obtain a registered trademark. A lawyer can better help you and take you to the
next level because you can not trademark a name that is a common word. 

Trademark litigation is also one of the most popular terms associated with trademark. In general,
litigation means fighting a case in the court of law. It often takes place when a person, organization,
body or entity feels that his right has been infringed. The different types of litigation include civil,
criminal, labour, tax, excise and so on. Among all of these, the popular is trademark litigation.
Before filing a trademark, it is advised to search it because the search clarifies the availability of a
mark. In case, if a mark is not available, it is recommended to stop proceeding with the filing. On the
other hand, if the owner is still interested in the mark, then it has to be filed with considerable
modifications and uniqueness. All of the above, if none of the circumstances are taken into
consideration at the time of filing a trademark, then there is a possibility of objection or opposition by
the owner of the similar mark and this can ultimately give rise to trademark litigation.
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the leading law firm, provides complete legal like solutions a company registartion , patent
registration , a trademark attorney , copyright registration and many more.
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